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Abstract: In recent years, there has been an increased scope for intelligent computer vision systems, which analyse the content of multimedia data. These systems are expected to process a huge quantum of image/data with high speed and without compromising on effectiveness. Such systems are benefited by reducing the amount of visual information by selectively processing only a relevant portion of the input data. The core issue in building these systems is to reduce irrelevant information and retain only a relevant subset of the input visual information. To address this issue, we propose a region-based computational visual attention model for saliency detection in images. The proposed model determines the salient object or part of the salient object without prior knowledge of its shape and color. The proposed framework has three components. First, the input image is segmented into homogeneous regions and then smaller regions are merged with neighbouring regions based on color and spatial distance between them. Second, three attributes such as spatial position, color contrast and size of each region are evaluated to distinguish salient object/parts of salient object. Finally, irrelevant background regions are suppressed and the region level saliency map is generated based on the three attributes. The generated saliency map preserves the shape and precise location of salient regions and hence it can be used to create high quality segmentation masks for high-level machine vision applications. Experimental results show that our proposed approach qualitatively better than the state-of-the-art approaches and quantitatively comparable to human perception.
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1. Introduction

Computational visual saliency mechanism plays an important role in a variety of content aware image processing applications including salient object detection [13], image segmentation [17], image retargeting [2], multimedia content analysis and robotic control [3], compression [14] and visual search [4]. The computational visual saliency detection mechanism drives the focus of attention to appropriate regions of interest instead of processing the whole image. A number of these models implement a bottom-up mechanism which is data driven, task independent and require no a priori knowledge about the content of input image. Most of these models rely on the Feature Integration Theory (FIT) [16] which suggests that in human visual attention mechanism, features/stimulus are automatically registered in parallel and then objects are identified separately. The models based on these theory starts with extracting low-level features such as color, intensity, orientation and spatial frequency. Each of these extracted features is evaluated to compute the feature Saliency Map (SM) that is a two-dimensional grayscale image in which the brightness of a pixel is proportional to its salience. The generated feature saliency maps are then strategically combined into a final saliency map of visual attention.

Saliency values are calculated based on frequency domain analysis [1], supervised learning [13] and multi scale analysis [7, 10]. The existing saliency detection mechanisms generate a low-resolution saliency map, which does not highlight whole salient object regions and poorly define object boundaries. It indicates the locations of salient pixels and does not highlight a salient region. To overcome the limitation with a low-resolution saliency map we propose a region based model with the aim to produce a full resolution (same as that of the input image) saliency map which can be used by content based image processing applications. The saliency map generated by our approach uniformly highlights salient objects/parts of salient objects, suppresses irrelevant background regions and preserves the object’s shape and size. We exploit spatial location, color contrast and size of regions to generate a high quality saliency map. Both subjective and objective evaluations illustrate that the proposed region based approach achieves higher quality results compared to state-of-the-art saliency detection mechanisms.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the related research work in the field of computational visual saliency computation mechanism. Section 3 describes the proposed saliency detection mechanism. The validation methodologies and experimental results are discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2. Related Work

The basis for many Computational Visual Attention (CVA) systems is FIT of attention. A model of FIT is depicted in Figure 1. According to this theory, attention is driven by two mechanisms namely bottom-up and top-down mechanism. The bottom-up approach is a fast, task independent and purely data-driven mechanism. The top-down model is slower than bottom-up approach, volitionally controlled, subjective, and task dependent. Both these approaches generate SM. Since the proposed approach aims to find unknown object/region of interest, bottom-up model is used. This model does not require prior knowledge about the content in an image.

Figure 1. A model of feature integration theory.

A biologically plausible bottom-up system was first introduced by Koch and Ullman [12] based on FIT, and their theoretical model was implemented by Itti et al. [10]. This model hierarchically decomposes an image into multiple scales and computes visual saliency from color, intensity, and orientation. This method computes multi-scale image features using center-surround operations. The center-surround operation determines contrast by taking the differences between a fine (center) and a coarse scale (surround) for a given feature and produces feature map. The feature maps (6 for intensity, 12 for 2 chromatic channels, and 24 for orientation) are combined into three conspicuity maps at scale four. These three conspicuity maps are normalized to a fixed range and then they are summed into the final saliency map. The SM generated by this approach is also called as spotlight saliency map, which can only highlight the center portion and/or the high-contrast boundaries of salient objects, but cannot suppress the high-contrast background regions. The size of the SM generated by this approach is smaller than that of the input image. Because of the hierarchical nature of the process, this model is computationally expensive.

Hou and Zhang [9] presented a model that is independent of features, categories, or other forms of prior knowledge of the objects. This model is based on the hypothesis that the spectral residual contains the novel or rare parts of an image. Their model obtains the salient locations by subtracting the log of Fourier spectrum from the general shape of log spectra. The residuals obtained by this subtraction process serve like the compressed representation of a scene. Using an inverse Fourier transform, the compressed representation is further transformed into the spatial domain resulting in the SM. The SM thus contains the nontrivial part of the scene. To improve the result, a Gaussian filter is used to smooth the SM. This method is simple to implement but produces low resolution and blurry SM.

Goferman et al. [7] proposed a graph-based context-aware saliency detection mechanism, which aims at detecting the image regions that represent the scene and not just the most salient object. This model identifies both fixation points and the dominant object. Their method imposes a regular grid and extracts patches at each scale. Each pixel is represented by the set of multi-scale image patches centered on it. A pixel is considered salient when its enclosing patch is highly dissimilar to all other image patches. Multiple scale processing is incorporated to further decrease the saliency of background patches, as they are more likely to repeat at multiple scales. A pixel is considered attended if its saliency value exceeds a certain threshold. Furthermore, each pixel outside the attended areas is weighted according to its Euclidean distance to the closest attended pixel. The method produces low resolution SM that highlights objects’ boundaries and suppresses homogenous regions.

The low-resolution saliency maps are less useful for high-level vision applications as they imprecisely specify objects and their boundaries. To address the issue the region based approaches have been proposed [1, 5].

Achanta et al. [1] proposed a multi-scale saliency model which is based on color and luminance contrast. The underlying hypothesis of their model is that local contrast of an image region with respect to its neighbourhood at various scales derives fixation location. They compute saliency from the distance between the average feature vectors of the pixels of an image sub-region to that of its neighborhood. This allows obtaining a combined feature map at a given scale by using feature vectors for each pixel, instead of combining separate saliency maps for scalar values of each feature.

The approach proposed by Cheng et al. [5] first segments the input image into regions, then computes color contrast at the region level, and defines the saliency for each region as the weighted sum of the region’s contrasts to all other regions in the image. The weights are set according to the spatial distances with farther regions being assigned smaller weights. Both these region-based methods [1, 5] produce full
resolution SM but fail to uniformly highlight the entire salient region.

From the detailed study, it is concluded that there is a need for a saliency detection mechanism that provides saliency maps with the following attributes:

- Precisely locate salient objects or parts of salient objects in an image
- Uniformly highlight salient objects or parts of salient objects of all sizes
- Produce well-defined boundaries of salient objects
- Efficiently suppress the irrelevant background
- Produce full resolution saliency map

### 3. Region based Saliency Detection

The major components of the proposed region based saliency detection mechanism are given in Figure 2.

#### 3.1. From Pixels to Regions

The input image in the RGB color space is first transformed into the La*b* color space. Each channel, the luminance and the two chrominance channels, is uniformly quantized into $b$ bins and then the three dimensional histogram $H_f$ with $b\times b\times b$ is calculated using all pixels in the image. The parameter $b$ controls the number of quantized colors in the histogram. The optimal value of $b$ is computed by minimizing the cost function $c(b) = \frac{2bI_\mu - I_\sigma}{b^2}$. Here $I_\mu$ and $I_\sigma$ are mean and standard deviation of the intensity of the input image. The peaks or local maxima of the histogram are fed as seeds to k-means clustering procedure to segment similar pixels. The identified regions have homogeneous color distribution in the image space. Some regions may be too small to constitute regions of interest. Hence, we merge smaller regions, whose size is less than a predefined threshold value, with bigger regions whose area is above the threshold value. A region $R$ can be merged to its nearest neighbor if and only if

- Area($R$) < AREAThreshold
- Let $\rho_i$ and $\rho_j$ be the pixels on the outer boundary of a region $R_i$ and $R_j$ respectively. $R_i$ can be merged with $R_j$ iff $\rho_i \subseteq \rho_j$

If a smaller region ($R_i$) has more than one neighbouring regions, it will be merged with a neighbouring region which is close in terms of color and distance. The closet neighbour is $\text{argmin}_{1 \leq j \leq n}(\text{Dist}(R_i,R_j))$. Here $n$ is the number of neighbours and Dist is the average of Euclidian spatial and color distance between the two regions.

The region segmentation and region merge results are shown in Figure 3. For illustration, each segmented region is represented using the regions’ mean color in RGB space. As shown in the figure, the original image is partitioned into 586 regions and after the merging process, the number of regions is reduced to 13.

#### 3.2. Saliency Computation

It is observed from a variety of images that a salient object is perceptually distinguished from any other regions in the image and has distinctive attributes, which makes the object pop out from its surroundings. The discriminating attributes could be the object’s color, intensity, spatial location, texture, curvature and so on. Based on these aspects we exploit color, spatial location, and size to measure the saliency of regions.

Human observers tend to focus on known objects or center of an image or both at the same time [11, 15]. To emphasize this location prior concept in our model, we utilized Euclidean distance to measure the location-based saliency of each pixel and represented
it as a proximity map. Every pixel in the proximity map indicates its physical distance to the center of the image and its value fall into the range of $[0, 1]$. The location-based saliency of a region is evaluated from the proximity value of each pixel $p$ in the region.

$$S_i(R_i) = \frac{\sum_{p \in R_i} PM(x_p)}{\text{Area}(R_i)}$$

Where $PM$ denotes the value of the proximity map at a point $p$ and $x_p$ denotes the coordinates of $p$. $S_i(R_i)$ achieves a higher value when the region $R_i$ is near to the center of an image.

The color-based saliency is evaluated from the color contrast between a region and its surroundings.

$$S_i(R_i) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{n_{\text{Adjoin}}} D_i(R_i, R_j)}{n_{\text{Adjoin}}}$$

$$D_i(R_i, R_j) = \|R_i(L,a,b) - R_j(L,a,b)\|$$

Where region $R_i$ is surrounded by $n_{\text{Adjoin}}$ number of regions and $R(L,a,b)$ is the mean color of the region in La*b* color space.

The salience of a region depends on its size relative to that of the whole image [8]. According to this theory, we consider size as one of the factors to decide the significance of a region. The size-based saliency is defined as follows.

$$A_i(R_i) = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{\text{Adjoin}} D_i(R_i, R_j)}{n_{\text{Adjoin}}}$$

$$D_i(R_i, R_j) = \|\text{Area}(R_i) - \text{Area}(R_j)\|$$

$$S_i(R_i) = \frac{A_i(R_i) - \mu_{A_i}}{2\sigma^2_{A_i}}$$

Where $A_i$ is the area dissimilarity measure, $\mu_{A_i}$ is the mean of area dissimilarity measure and $\sigma_{A_i}$ is the standard variance of area dissimilarity measure. The Gaussian model of normalization controls assigning higher salience value for the largest regions. The influence of the size normalization is demonstrated in Figure 4.

Most of the bottom-up visual saliency computation model process low-level features to generate feature maps, then that are combined into a final saliency map. Several strategies have been proposed to combine multiple features maps into a saliency map. The most common strategies are normalized summation, winner takes all (i.e., maximum value among the feature maps), pixel by pixel multiplication and linear/nonlinear combination with learnt weights.

In the proposed model, the region wise proximity map, color map and size map are combined into a unique saliency map $S$ as follows.

$$S(R_i) = \frac{S_i(R_i) \cdot S_i(R_i) \cdot S_i(R_i)}{\max\{S_i(R_i) \cdot S_i(R_i) \cdot S_i(R_i)\}}$$

The denominator is for the purpose of normalization.

3.3. Background Suppression

In general, scenes are organized into perceptual groups and a set of regions are bound together to form an object. We exploit this connectedness principle to suppress irrelevant background regions. The scattered regions that are not connected to the most salient regions are assumed to be the part of the background and hence those regions are removed from the final saliency map. In summary, we employ both selection and elimination process to generate a saliency map, we retain the salient regions and remove irrelevant scattered regions to generate the saliency map.

The proximity map, the color map, and the size map of an example image is shown in Figure 5. From the figures, we can observe that all pixels that constitute the salient regions are uniformly highlighted and the background regions are efficiently suppressed in the saliency map. The highlighted salient regions are accordant with human visual attention system.

4. Experiments and Results

We performed extensive experiments on the publicly available image data set [13] with the manually
segmented ground truths for salient objects [1]. We compared our region based saliency detection model with four state-of-the-art saliency models including visual attention based model Itti et al. [10], Context Aware, odel (CASD) [7], Frequency tuned model (FSRD) [1] and Global Contrast model (GCSR) [5]. We used executables, with default parameters or saliency maps provided by the authors for the state-of-the-art saliency models. For comparison purpose, we up sampled all saliency maps to the full resolution of input images.

The evaluation criterion for comparing different saliency models depends on the application. In this paper, we subjectively and objectively evaluated the quality of the generated saliency map for a salient object segmentation application. The experimental results on some sample images are shown in Figure 6.

The subjective evaluation indicates that the proposed model can extract salient objects more precisely than other models. Further, the proposed model uniformly highlights the parts of the salient objects and more effectively suppress the irrelevant background regions.

In order to objectively quantify the performance of various saliency detection models we adopted Saliency map accuracy measure ($Q$) proposed in [6]. The goal of the objective evaluation was to check whether the generated SM contained enough information for salient object extraction.

$$Q(GT; SM) = \frac{A(GT \cap SM)}{A(GT) + A(SM) - A(GT \cap SM)}$$

Here $GT$ is the ground truth, $SM$ is the saliency map, and $A(x)$ is the area of $x$.

The Figure 7 illustrates the cumulative-performance curve $P(x)=[0,100] \rightarrow [0,1]$, which describes the performance distribution of all images in the database. The horizontal axis represents the percentage of total number of images. The vertical axis represents the cumulative performance of Saliency Map Accuracy. A specific point $(x, p(x))$ on the curve indicates that in $x$ percent of the images the common areas between the ground-truth and the identified significant regions are lower than $p(x)$. Equivalently, this also means that in $(1-x)$ percent of the images the common areas between the ground-truth and the identified significant regions are greater than $p(x)$. Figure 6 illustrates that the proposed model outperforms the other saliency detection models on effectively sketching the salient object in a given image.

Figure 6. Saliency map comparison: From left to right: input image, proposed model, GCSR [5], FSRD [1], CASD [7], Itti [10].

Figure 7. Object Comparison for salient object detection.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have presented a saliency detection model based on the region-based approach. In our model, spatial position, color contrast, and size contrast are evaluated for every region. These measures are combined to generate a saliency map with full resolution. The proposed model generates a saliency map with full resolution, which uniformly highlights the parts/whole of salient object in the input image. The subjective and objective evaluations demonstrate that the proposed model can be exploited by salient object segmentation and other content based high-level vision applications such as content-based image resizing and image coding.
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